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Abstract

We present a multi-purpose genetic algorithm, designed andimplemented with GPGPU/ CUDA parallel com-
puting technology. The model was derived from our CPU serialimplementation, named GAME (Genetic Algo-
rithm Model Experiment). It was successfully tested and validated on the detection of candidate Globular Clus-
ters in deep, wide-field, single band HST images. The GPU version of GAME will be made available to the
community by integrating it into the web application DAMEWARE (DAta Mining Web Application REsource,
http://dame.dsf.unina.it/beta_info.html), a public data mining service specialized on massive astrophysi-
cal data. Since genetic algorithms are inherently parallel, the GPGPU computing paradigm leads to a speedup of a
factor of 200× in the training phase with respect to the CPU based version.

Keywords: data analysis and techniques, astronomical techniques, parallel processing

1. Introduction

In the present data intensive era, when almost all sci-
ences are blessed by an avalanche of high quality, com-
plex data, computing has assumed a new methodological
significance (Hey et al., 2009). In fact, the extraction of
the useful information (such as patterns, trends, etc), from
such datasets cannot be performed with traditional meth-
ods and requires, as support to the decisional process,
the usage of automatic or semiautomatic methods and
procedures (Banerji et al., 2010; Djorgovski et al., 2012).
However, the sheer size (e.g., billions of galaxies and/or
thousand of features) is such that also the most tradi-
tional Data Mining (DM) methods need to be at least
revisited, in order to properly scale to the multi-Tera or
even Petabyte regime (Fabbiano et al., 2010). For what
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scalability is concerned, there are good reasons to be-
lieve that in the near future most aspects of comput-
ing will see exponential growth in bandwidth, but sub-
linear or no improvements at all in latency. Moore’s Law
(Moore, 1965) will continue to deliver exponential in-
creases in memory size but the speed with which data
can be transferred between memory and Central Process-
ing Units (CPUs) will remain more or less constant and
marginal improvements can only be made through ad-
vances in caching technology (Akhter & Roberts, 2006).
Certainly Moore’s law still leaves room for the creation of
parallel computing capabilities on single chips by pack-
ing multiple CPU cores onto it, but the clock speed that
determines the speed of computation is constrained to
remain limited by a thermal wall (Sutter, 2005). Thus
it has to be expected that individual CPUs will not be-
come much faster in the near future, even though they
will have the parallel computing power and storage ca-
pacity that today can be provided only via specialized
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hardware. From the application development point of
view, to build programs capable to exploit low latency in
multi core CPUs will require a fundamental shift from the
currently sequential or parallel programming, to a mix-
ture of parallel and distributed programming. In recent
years a few groups have began to test the possibility to
solve some of the above problems by means of General
Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (known as GPGPU;
NVIDIA Corp. 2012) parallel technologies. Among the
most known parallel programming models, we quote
the OpenCL1 (Open Computing Language), which is a
foundation layer of platform-independent tools; CUDA2

(Compute Unified Device Architecture): a general pur-
pose architecture that leverages the parallel compute en-
gine within GPUs to solve many complex computational
problems in a more efficient way than on a single CPU
and, finally, OpenACC3, a set of compiling directives
allowing programmers to create high-level CPU+GPU
applications without the need to explicitly manage the
parallel architecture configuration and its communica-
tion with the CPU host. In astronomy, pioneering at-
tempts to use the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) tech-
nology have been made in an handful of applications.
GPUs were attempted mainly to speed up numerical sim-
ulations (e.g. Nakasato (2011); Valdez-Balderas et al.
(2012)) of various types from traditional N-body to fluid
dynamics; but also to perform complex repetitive nu-
merical tasks such as computation of correlation func-
tions (Ponce et al., 2012), real time processing of data
streams (Barsdell et al., 2012), and complex visualization
(Hassan et al., 2012), to quote just a few. In this paper
we present the implementation on GPUs of the multi-
purpose Genetic Algorithm Model Experiment (GAME),
capable to deal with both regression and classification
problems. The serial version of this algorithm was imple-
mented by some of the authors to be deployed on the DAta
Mining & Exploration (DAME) hybrid distributed infras-
tructure and made available to the community through
the DAMEWARE (DAME Web Application REsource;
Brescia et al. (2010); Djorgovski et al. (2012)) web appli-
cation. The present work is structured as follows: Sec.

1http://www.khronos.org/registry/cl/sdk/1.0/docs/man/xhtml/
2https://developer.nvidia.com/what-cuda
3http://www.openacc-standard.org/

2 presents the design and serial implementation of the
GAME model; Sec. 3 describes the knowledge base (as-
trophysical dataset), used for the experiments; Sec. 4 is
dedicated to the overview of the GPU technology in the
astrophysical context, while the experiments and results
are described in Sec. 5, just before our conclusions.

2. GAME

Genetic algorithms (Mitchell, 1998) are derived from
Darwin’s evolution law (Darwin, 1859) and are intrinsi-
cally parallel in their learning evolution rule and process-
ing data patterns. This implies that the parallel comput-
ing paradigm can lead to a strong optimization in terms
of processing performances. Genetic and evolutionary al-
gorithms are an important family of supervised Machine
Learning models which tries to emulate the evolutionary
laws that allow living organisms to adapt their life style to
the outdoor environment and survive.
In the optimization problems which can be effectively
tackled with genetic evolutionary models, a key concept is
the evaluation function (orfitnessin evolutionary jargon),
used to determine which possible solutions get passed on
to multiply and mutate into the next generation of solu-
tions. This is usually done by analyzing thegenes, which
refer to some useful information about a particular solu-
tion to the problem under investigation. The fitness func-
tion looks at the genes, performs some qualitative assess-
ment and then returns the fitness value for that solution.
The remaining parts of the genetic algorithm discard all
solutions having a poor fitness value, and accept only
those with a good fitness value. Frequently, the fitness
function has not a closed mathematical expression and,
for instance, in some cases it may be given under the form
of the simulation of a real physical system.
GAME is a pure genetic algorithm specially designed to
solve supervised optimization problems related with re-
gression and classification functionalities. It is scalable
to efficiently manage massive datasets and is based on
the usual genetic evolution methods which will be shortly
outlined in what follows.
As a supervised machine learning technique, GAME re-
quires to select and create the data parameter space, i.e. to
create the data input patterns to be evaluated. It is impor-
tant in this phase to build homogeneous patterns, i.e. with
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each pattern having the same type and number of parame-
ters (or features), as well as to prepare the datasets which
are needed for the different experiment steps: training,
validation and test sets, by splitting the parameter space
into variable subsets to be submitted at each phase. The
dataset must include also target values for each input pat-
tern, i.e. the desired output values, coming from any avail-
able knowledge source.
From an analytic point of view, in the data mining do-
main, a pattern is a single sample of a real problem, com-
posed by a problem-dependent number of features (some-
times called attributes), which is characterized by a cer-
tain S/N (Signal-to-Noise) ratio. In other words, such pat-
tern contains an unspecified amount of information, hid-
den among its correlated features, that an unknown ana-
lytical relation is able to transform into the correct output.
Usually, in real cases (such as the astronomical ones), the
S/N ratio is low, which means that feature correlation of a
pattern ismaskedby a considerable amount of noise (in-
trinsic to the phenomenon and/or due to the acquisition
system); but the unknown correlation function can ever
be approximated with a polynomial expansion.

The generic function of a polynomial sequence is based
on these simple considerations:
Given a generic dataset with N features and a targett,
let pat be a generic input pattern of the dataset,pat =
( f1, ..., fN, t) andg(x) a generic real function. The repre-
sentation of a generic featurefi of a generic pattern, with
a polynomial sequence of degreed is:

G( fi) � a0 + a1g( fi) + ... + adgd( fi) (1)

Hence, the k-th pattern (patk) with N features may be
written as:

Out(patk) �
N
∑

i=1

G( fi) � a0 +

N
∑

i=1

d
∑

j=1

a jg
j( fi) (2)

and the targettk, related to patternpatk, can be used to
evaluate the approximation error (the fitness) of the input
pattern to the expected value:

Ek = (tk −Out(patk))2 (3)

If we generalize eq. 2 to an entire dataset, with NP num-
ber of patterns (k = 1, ...,NP), the forward phase of the

GA (Genetic Algorithm) consists of the calculation of NP
expressions of the eq. 2, which represent the polynomial
approximation of the dataset.
In order to evaluate the fitness of the NP patterns as ex-
tension of eq. 3, the Mean Square Error (MSE) or Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) may be used:

MS E=

NP
∑

k=1
(tk −Out(patk))2

NP
(4)

RMS E=

√

√

√

√

√
NP
∑

k=1
(tk −Out(patk))2

NP
(5)

On the basis of the above, we obtain a GA with the
following characteristics:

• The expression in eq. 2 is thefitnessfunction;

• The array (a0, ..., aM) defines M genes of the generic
chromosome (initially they are generated random
and normalized between -1 and+1);

• All the chromosomes have the same size (constrain
from a classic GA);

• The expression in eq. 3 gives the standard error to
evaluate the fitness level of the chromosomes;

• The population (genome) is composed by a num-
ber of chromosomes imposed from the choice of the
functiong(x) of the polynomial sequence.

The number of chromosomes is determined by the fol-
lowing expression:

NUMchromosomes= (B · N) + 1 (6)

whereN is the number of features of the patterns andB
is a multiplicative factor that depends on theg(x) function,
which in the simplest case is just 1, but can be even 3 or 4
in more complex cases. The parameterB also influences
the dimension of each chromosome (number of genes):

NUMgenes= (B · d) + 1 (7)

whered is the degree of the polynomial. In more gen-
eral terms, the polynomial expansion within the fitness
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function, defined in eq. 2, could be arbitrarily chosen and
we conceived the implementation code accordingly. In
the specific context of this work we decided to adopt the
trigonometric polynomial expansion, given by the follow-
ing expression (hereinafterpolytrigo):

g(x) = a0 +

d
∑

m=1

am cos(mx)+
d
∑

m=1

bm sin(mx) (8)

In order to haveNP patterns composed byN features,
the expression using eq. 2 with degreed, is:

Out(patk=1...NP) �
N
∑

i=1

G( fi) � a0 +

+

N
∑

i=1

d
∑

j=1

a j cos(j f i) +
N
∑

i=1

d
∑

j=1

b j sin(j f i) (9)

In the last expression we have two groups of coef-
ficients (sine and cosine), soB will assume the value
2. Hence, the generic genome (i.e. the population at a
generic evolution stage), will be composed by 2N + 1
chromosomes, given by eq. 6, each one with 2d+ 1 genes
[a0, a1, ..., ad, b1, b2, ..., bd], given by eq. 7, with each
single gene (coefficient of the polynomial) in the range
[−1,+1] and initially randomly generated.

By evaluating the goodness of a solution through the
MSE or RMSE metrics, it may happen that a better so-
lution in terms of MSE corresponds to a worse solution
for the model, for example when we have a simple crispy
(jargon for classification with sharp boundaries between
adjacent classes) classification problem with two patterns
(class types 0 and 1).
As an example, if the solutions are, respectively, 0.49 for
the class 0 and 0.51 for the class 1, the efficiency (i.e.
the percentage of objects correctly classified) is 100%,
with a MS E = 0.24. But a solution of 0 for the class
0 and 0.49 for the class 1 (efficiency of 50%), gives back
a MS E= 0.13 and consequently the model will prefer the
second solution, although with a lower efficiency.

In order to circumvent this problem, we decided to
implement in GAME what we could call aconvergence
tubeor Threshold MSE(TMSE):

{

i f (tk −Out(patk))2 > R⇒ Ek = (tk −Out(patk))2

i f (tk −Out(patk))2
≤ R⇒ Ek = 0

(10)

whereR is a user defined numerical threshold in the
]0, 1[ range.
In the previous example, by usingR = 0.5 in eq. 10, we
obtain aT MS E= 0 andT MS E= 0.13, respectively in
the first and second cases, thus indicating that the first
solution is better than the second one, as expected.
Through several cycles, the population of chromosomes,
originally started as a random generation (typically
following a normal distribution), is replaced at each step
by a new one which, by having higher fitness value,
represents a step forward towards the best population
(i.e. the optimal solution). Typical representations used
are the binary code or the real values in [-1, 1] for each
element (gene) of a chromosome.

As it is typical for the supervised machine learning
models, the classification experiment with GAME is or-
ganized in a sequence of functional use cases:

• train: the first mandatory case, consisting into sub-
mitting training datasets in order to build and store
the best GA population, where best is in terms of its
problem solving capability;
• test: case to be used in order to verify and validate

the learning performance of the trained GA;
• run: the normal execution mode after training and

validation;
• full: a workflow case, includingtrain andtestcases

in sequence.

The training phase is the most important use case, and
is based on a user defined loop of iterations (schematically
shown in Fig. 1), whose main goal is to find the population
of chromosomes (i.e. the solutions to the classification
problem), having the maximum fitness.
Three types of random generation criteria can be adopted:

• pseudo-random values from [-1,+1];
• random values from the normal distribution in [-1,
+1];
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Figure 1: The flow-chart of the CPU-based GAME model implementa-
tion.

• pseudo-random values from [0, 1].

At each training step there are the following options,
which can be chosen by the user during the configuration
phase:

• error functiontype: MSE, TMSE or RMSE;

• selecting criterion: the genetic selection function to
evolve the population of chromosomes at each train-
ing iteration. It is possible to choose between the
classicalrankingandroulettetypes (Mitchell, 1998);

• Elitism, which is a further mechanism to evolve the
population. The user has to choose the number of
copies of the winner chromosome, to be maintained
unchanged in the next generation. Main role of
elitism is indeed to preserve the best fitness along
evolution (Mitchell, 1998).

In the present work, the idea was to build a GA able
to solve supervised crispy classification and regression
problems, typically related to a high-complexity param-
eter space where the background analytic function is not

known, except for a limited number of couples of input-
target values, representing a sample of known solutions
for a physical category of phenomena (also indicated as
the Knowledge Base, or KB). The goal is indeed to find
the best chromosomes so that the related polynomial ex-
pansion is able to approximate the correct classification of
the input patterns. Therefore in our case the fitness func-
tion is evaluated in terms of the training error, obtained as
the absolute difference between the target value and the
polynomial expansion output for all patterns.

3. The data

As mentioned in the introduction, the algorithm was
tested on a specific astrophysical problem which can
be traced back to the well known star/galaxy (re-
solved/unresolved) separation. Wide field multi-band
photometry is usually required to identify GCs (Globular
Clusters) in external galaxies, since such objects appear as
unresolved sources in ground-based astronomical images
and are hardly distinguishable from background galaxies.

Therefore, on ground based data, GCs are tradition-
ally selected using methods based on colors and luminosi-
ties. This, however, introduces biases which can be partly
circumvented using higher angular resolution images ob-
tained from space facilities (i.e. Hubble Space Telescope,
HST). These higher resolution images can be used also
to measure GC properties such as sizes and structural pa-
rameters (core radius, concentration, etc.).

However, suitable HST data are challenging in terms of
observing time since the optimal datasets would require to
be: i) multi-band, to effectively select GC based on colors;
ii) deep, in order to sample the majority of the GC popu-
lation and ensure the high S/N required to measure struc-
tural parameters, see Carlson & Holtzman (2001) and iii)
with wide-field coverage, in order to minimize projection
effects as well as to study the overall properties of the GC
populations, which often differ from those inferred from
observations of the central region of a galaxy only.

It is therefore quite obvious that, to use single-band
HST data would be much more effective in terms of ob-
serving costs. But such approach requires to carefully se-
lect the candidate GCs based on the available photometric
and morphological parameters in order to avoid introduc-
ing biases in the final sample. In Brescia et al. (2012a)
some of us showed that the use of properly tuned data
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mining algorithms (in that case genetic algorithms), on
top of a high efficient computing architecture, can yield
very complete datasets with low contamination, even with
single band photometry, thus minimizing the observing
time requirements and allowing to extend such studies to
larger areas and to the outskirts of nearby galaxies.

The algorithm used in that work, however, turned out
to be rather expensive in terms of computing time and
this triggered our interest in demonstrating that GPUs can
be quite effective to speed up this types of computations.

The dataset used in our experiment consists in wide
field HST observations of the giant elliptical NGC1399
in the Fornax cluster (Paolillo et al., 2011). This galaxy
represents an ideal test case since: i) due to its distance
(20 Mpc), a large fraction of its GC system can be cov-
ered with a limited number of observations; ii) GCs are
only marginally resolved even by HST, thus allowing to
verify our model in aworst-casescenario.

The optical data were taken with the HST Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS, program GO-10129), in the
F606W filter, with an integration time of 2108 seconds for
each field. The observations were arranged in a 3x3 ACS
mosaic, and combined into a single image using the Mul-
tiDrizzle routine (Koekemoer et al., 2002). The final scale
of the images is 0.03 arcsec/pix, thus providing Nyquist
sampling of the ACS Point Spread Function (PSF).
In this experiment we used two ancillary multiwavelength
datasets: archival HST g-z observations, which cover the
very central region of the galaxy (∼ 10% of the extension
putatively covered by the GC system), and ground based
photometry (Paolillo et al., 2011). The latter is only avail-
able for 14% of our sources, and due to background light
contamination, is very incomplete close to the galaxy cen-
ter. In total 2740 sources of the catalog have multi-band
photometry. Finally, the subsample of sources used to
build our Knowledge Base necessary to train the GAME
model is composed of the 2100 sources with all photomet-
ric and morphological information. These features are:

• The isophotal magnitude (feature 1);
• Three aperture magnitudes (features 2–4) obtained

through circular apertures of radii 2, 6, and 20 arcsec
respectively;
• The Kron radius, the ellepticity and the FWHM of

the image (features 5-7);

color cut magnitude cut
Ground-based data 1.0 ≤ C−T1 < 2.2 T1 < 23
HST data 1.3 ≤ g−z< 2.5 z< 22.5

Table 1: Photometric selection criteria for GC candidates

• The structural parameters (features 8-11) which are,
respectively, the central surface brightness, the core
radius, the effective radius and the tidal radius.

The details of the procedure have been described in
(Brescia et al., 2012a) therefore we shall just highlight a
few, relevant points.

The traditional approach to GCs candidate selection
would be to adopt the magnitude and color cuts reported
in Table 1, and highlighted in Figure 2 with a dashed line;
the magnitude limitz < 22.5 does not exploit the full
depth of the HST data but it is adopted in order to be con-
sistent with theT1 < 23 limit used for the ground-based
colors, thus ensuring a uniform limit across the whole
field-of-view. In the following, we assume that bona-fide
GCs are represented by such sources, in order to explore
how well different selection methods based on single band
photometry are able to retrieve the correct population of
objects. In total our classification dataset consisted of
2100 patterns, each composed by 11 features (plus the
target, corresponding to the classes GC or not GC used
during the supervised training phase).

4. The GPU implementation of GAME

GPGPU stands for General Purpose Graphics Process-
ing Units and was invented by M. Harris (Harris, 2003),
who first understood that GPU technology could be used
also for other than graphic applications. In general,
graphic chips, due to their intrinsic nature of multi-core
processors (many-core, when systems have more that
32 cores) and being based on hundreds of floating-point
specialized processing units, allow many algorithms to
achieve higher (one or two orders of magnitude) perfor-
mance than usual CPUs. Since 2009, the throughput
peak ratio between GPU (many-core) and CPU (multi-
core) was about 10 : 1. It must be noted that such val-
ues are referred mainly to the theoretical speed supported
by such chips, i.e. 1 TeraFLOPS (where FLOPS stands
for Floating point operations per second), against 100

6



Figure 2: Color-magnitude diagrams usingC−T1 ground-based (left panel) andg−z HST photometry (right panel). Ground-based photometry
covers the whole FOV of our ACS mosaic, while HST colors are limited to the central ACS field. Open grey dots represent all sources in color
catalogs while solid ones refer to the subsample with both color and structural parameters that represents our Knowledge Base. Blue squares mark
point-like sources, i.e. sources with stellarity index> 0.9, while the dashed line highlights the parameter space (Table 1) used to select bona-fide
GC.

GigaFLOPS. Such a large difference has pushed many
developers to shift more computing-expensive parts of
their programs on the GPUs. However, before 2006,
GPUs were rather difficult to use, mainly because in or-
der to access the graphic devices, programmers were con-
ditioned to use specific APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces), based on methods available through libraries
like OpenGL4 and Direct3D5. The limits and poor doc-
umentation of these APIs were strongly undermining the
design and development of applications.
In order to better address the GPU-based design, start-
ing from the CPU-based serial implementation of the
GAME model, we chose thead hocsoftware develop-
ment methodologyAPOD(Assess, Parallelize, Optimize,
and Deploy), see NVIDIA Corp. (2012). The APOD de-
sign mechanism consists first in quickly identifying the
portions of code that can easily exploit and benefit from
GPU acceleration, then in exploiting the optimization task
as fast as possible, see Fig. 3. The APOD is a cyclical

4http://www.opengl.org
5http://msdn.microsoft.com

Figure 3: The APOD parallel programming cyclic design mechanism.

process: initial speedups can be achieved, tested, and de-
ployed quickly, so that the cycle can start over to iden-
tify further optimization opportunities. At each APOD
cycle the identification of the parts of the code responsi-
ble for most of the execution time is done by investigat-
ing the parallelized GPU accelerations. An upper limit to
performance improvement can be derived considering re-
quirements and constraints, and by applying the Amdahl
(Amdahl, 1967) and Gustafson (Gustafson, 1988) laws.
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By exposing the parallelism to improve performance
and simply maintaining the code of sequential ap-
plications, we are able to ensure also the maximum
parallel throughput on GPU platform. This could be as
simple as adding a few preprocessor directives, such as
OpenMP and OpenACC, or it can be done by calling
an existing GPU-optimized library such as cuBLAS,
cuFFT, or Thrust. Specifically, Thrust (Bell & Hoberock,
2011) is a parallel C++ template library resembling the
C++ STL (Standard Template Library), described in
Stepanov & Lee (1995), which provides a rich collection
of data parallel primitives such as scan, sort, and reduce,
that can be composed together to implement complex
algorithms with concise, readable source code. After
the parallelization step is complete, we can optimize
the code to improve the performance. This phase is
based on (i) maximizing parallel execution, identifying
the most computationally expensive parts of the code,
(ii) optimizing memory usage and (iii) minimizing low
bandwidth host-to-device data transfers.

4.1. The parallelization of GAME

In all execution modes (use cases), GAME exploits the
polytrigo function defined by eq. 8, consisting in a poly-
nomial expansion in terms of sum of sines and cosines.
In particular, this calculation involves the following oper-
ations:

1. randomly generate the initial population of chromo-
somes;

2. calculate the fitness functions to find and sort the best
chromosomes in the population;

3. evaluate the stop criteria (error threshold or maximum
number of iterations);

4. stop or use the genetic operators to evolve the popula-
tion and go to 2.

Specifically in the training use case, thepolytrigo
is used at each iteration to evaluate the fitness for all
chromosomes of the population. It is indeed one of the
critical aspects to be investigated in the parallelization
process.

The main concern in designing the software architec-
ture for the GPUs is to analyse the partition of work: i.e.

which part of the work should be done on the CPU rather
than on the GPU. As shown in Fig. 4, coherently with
the APOD process we have analyzed and identified the
time consuming critical parts to be parallelized by execut-
ing them on the GPU. They are the generation of random
chromosomes and the calculation of the fitness function
of chromosomes. The key principle is that we need to
perform the same instruction simultaneously on as much
data as possible. By adding the number of chromosomes
to be randomly generated in the initial population as well
as during each generation, the total number of involved
elements is never extremely large but it may occur with
a high frequency. This is because also during the popula-
tion evolution loop a variable number of chromosomes are
randomly generated to replace older individuals. To over-
come this problem we may generate a large number of
chromosomes randomlyuna tantum, by using them when-
ever required. On the contrary, the evaluation of fitness
functions involves all the input data, which is assumed to
be massive datasets, so it already has an intrinsic data-
parallelism. The functionpolytrigo takes about∼ 75% of
the total execution time of the application, while the total
including child functions amounts to about∼ 87.5% of
total time execution. This indeed has been our first candi-
date for parallelization.
In order to give a practical example, for the interested
reader, we report the source code portions related to the
different implementation of thepolytrigo function, of the
serial and parallelized cases.

C++ serial code forpolytrigo function (eq. 8):
for (int i = 0; i < num_features; i++) {

for (int j = 1; j <= poly_degree; j++) {
ret += v[j] * cos(j * input[i]) + v[j + poly_degree] *

* sin(j * input[i]); } }

CUDA C (Thrust) parallelized code forpolytrigo function
(eq. 8):
struct sinFunctor { __host__ __device__
double operator()(tuple <double, double> t) {

return sin(get < 0 > (t) * get < 1 > (t)); }};
struct cosFunctor { __host__ __device__
double operator()(tuple <double, double> t) {

return cos(get < 0 > (t) * get < 1 > (t)); }};
thrust::transform(thrust::make_zip_iterator(

thrust::make_tuple(j.begin(), input.begin())),
thrust::make_zip_iterator(

thrust::make_tuple(j.end(), input.end())),
ret.begin(), sinFunctor(), cosFunctor());

In the serial code the vectorv[] is continuously up-
dated in the inner loop by means of the polynomial de-
gree, while the vectorinput[] (i.e. the elements of the
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Figure 4: The flow-chart of the GPU-based GAME model implementation.

input dataset) is used in each calculation but never al-
tered. Therefore, in the parallelized version we rewrite the
function by calculating in advance the sums of sines and
cosines, storing the results in two vectors that are used in
the functionpolytrigo at each iteration. This brings huge
benefits because we calculate the time consuming trigono-
metric functions only once rather than at every iteration,
so exploiting the parallelism on large amount of data.
From the time complexity point of view, by assuming to
have as many GPU cores as population chromosomes, the
above CUDA C code portion would take a constant time,
rather than the polynomial time required by the corre-
sponding C++ serial code.
The part of the code which remains serialized runs on
the host unless an excessive host-to-device transfer slows
down the process, in which case also the serial part of the
code runs on the device. Having analyzed the application
profile, we apply either Amdahl or Gustafson law to esti-
mate an upper limit of the achievable speedup. Once we
have located a hotspot in our application’s profile assess-
ment, we used Thrust library to expose the parallelism in
that portion of our code as a call to an external function.
We then executed this external function onto the GPU and

retrieved the results without requiring major changes to
the rest of the application.
We adopted the Thrust code optimization in order to gain,
at the cost of lower speedup, a rapid development and a
better code readability. There are three high-level opti-
mization techniques that we employed to yield significant
performance speedups when using Thrust:

1. Fusion: In computations with low arithmetic intensity,
the ratio of calculations per memory access are con-
strained by the available memory bandwidth and do
not fully exploits the GPU. One technique for increas-
ing the computational intensity of an algorithm is to
fuse multiple pipeline stages together into a single one.
In Thrust a better approach is to fuse the functions
into a single operationg( f (x)) and halve the number
of memory transactions. Unless f and g are compu-
tationally expensive operations, the fused implementa-
tion will run approximately twice as fast as the first ap-
proach. Fusing a transformation with other algorithms
is a worthwhile optimization. Thrust provides a trans-
form iterator which allows transformations to be fused
with any algorithm;

2. Structure of Arrays (SoA): An alternative way to im-
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prove memory efficiency is to ensure that all mem-
ory accesses benefit from coalescing, since coalesced
memory access patterns are considerably faster than
non-coalesced transactions. The most common viola-
tion of the memory coalescing rules arises when using
an Array of Structures (AoS) data layout. An alterna-
tive to the AoS layout is the SoA approach, where the
components of each structure are stored in separate ar-
rays. The advantage of the SoA method is that regular
access to its components of a given vector is fusible;

3. Implicit Sequences: the use of implicit ranges, i.e.
those ranges whose values are defined programmat-
ically and not stored anywhere in memory. Thrust
provides a counting iterator, which acts like an ex-
plicit range of values, but does not carry any overhead.
Specifically, when counting iterator is de-referenced it
generates the appropriate valueon the flyand yields
that value to the caller.

5. The Experiment

As already mentioned, the classification dataset
consists of 2100 rows (input patterns) and 12 columns
(features), 11 as input and the latter class target (class
labels, respectively, 0 for not GC and 1 for GC objects),
as described in Sec. 3. The performance was evaluated on
several hardware platforms. We compared our production
GPU code with a CPU implementation of the same algo-
rithm. The benchmarks were run on a 2.0 GHz Intel Core
i7 2630QM quad core CPU running 64-bit Windows 7
Home Premium SP1. The CPU code was compiled using
the Microsoft C/C++ Optimizing Compiler version 16.00
and GPU benchmarks were performed using the NVIDIA
CUDA programming toolkit version 4.1 running on a
NVIDIA GPUs GeForce GT540M device.

As execution parameters were chosen combinations of:

• Max number of iterations: 1000, 2000, 4000, 10000,
20000 and 40000;
• Order (max degree) of polynomial expansion: 1, 2, 4

and 8;

The other parameters remain unchanged for all tests:

• Random mode for initial population: normal distri-
bution in [-1,+1];

• Type of error function (fitness): Threshold Mean
Square Error (TMSE);
• TMSE threshold: 0.49;
• Selection criterion: bothrankingandroulette;
• Training error threshold: 0.001, used as a stopping

criteria;
• Crossover application probability rate: 0.9;
• Mutation application probability rate: 0.2;
• Number of tournament chromosomes at each selec-

tion stage: 4;
• Elitism chromosomes at each evolution: 2.

The experiments were done by using three implemen-
tations of the GAME model:

• serial: the CPU-based original implementation (se-
rial code);
• Opt: an intermediate version, obtained during the

APOD process application (optimized serial code);
• GPU: the parallelized version, as obtained at the end

of an entire APOD process application.

For the scope of the present experiment, we have pre-
liminarily verified the perfect correspondence between
CPU- and GPU-based implementations in terms of clas-
sification performance. In fact, the scientific results for
the serial version have been already evaluated and doc-
umented in a recent paper (Brescia et al., 2012a), where
the serial version of GAME was originally included in a
set of machine learning models, provided within our team
and compared with the traditional analytical methods.
Referring to the best results for the three versions of
GAME implementation, we obtained the percentages
shown in Tab. 2.

The results were evaluated by means of three statistical
figures of merit, for instancecompleteness, contamina-
tion and accuracy. However, these terms are differently
defined by astronomers anddata miners. In this case,
for classification accuracywe intend the fraction of pat-
terns (objects) which are correctly classified (either GCs
or non-GCs) with respect to the total number of objects in
the sample; thecompletenessis the fraction of GCs which
are correctly classified as such and finally, thecontami-
nation is the fraction of non-GC objects which are erro-
neously classified as GCs. In terms of accuracy and com-
pleteness, by using all available features but the number
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type of experiment missing features figure of merit serial Opt GPU
complete patterns – class.accuracy 82.1 82.2 81.9

completeness 73.3 73.0 72.9
contamination 18.7 18.5 18.8

without feat. 11 11 class.accuracy 81.9 82.1 81.7
completeness 79.3 79.1 78.9

contamination 19.6 19.5 19.8
only optical 8, 9, 10, 11 class.accuracy 86.4 86.3 86.0

completeness 78.9 78.6 78.4
contamination 13.9 13.7 14.1

mixed 5, 8, 9, 10, 11 class.accuracy 86.7 86.9 86.5
completeness 81.5 81.4 81.2

contamination 16.6 16.2 16.7

Table 2: Summary of the performances (in percentage) of the three versions of the GAME classifier. There are reported results for the four main
dataset feature pruning experiments, respectively with all 11 features, without the last structural parameter (tidalradius), with optical features only
and the last one without 5 features (mixed between optical and structural types).

11 (the tidal radius), we obtain marginally better results,
as can be expected given the high noise present in this last
parameter, which is affected by the large background due
to the host galaxy light. In terms of contamination, bet-
ter results are obtained by removing structural parameters,
demonstrating the relevance of information carried by op-
tical features in the observed objects (in particular, the
isophotal and aperture magnitudes and the FWHM of the
image were recognized as the most relevant by all prun-
ing tests). Moreover, these experiments have also the ad-
vantage to reduce the number of features within patterns,
without affecting the classification performance. The less
numerous are the patterns, the shorter the execution time
of the training phase, thus providing a benefit to the over-
all computational cost of the experiments.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the performance re-
sults quoted in Tab. 2 are all referred to the test samples
(without considering the training results), and do not in-
clude possible biases affecting the KB itself. Hence they
rely on the assumption that the KB is a fair and complete
representation thereal population that we want to iden-
tify.
From the computational point of view, as expected, for
all the three versions of GAME, we obtained consistent
results, slightly varying in terms of less significant dig-
its, trivially motivated by the intrinsic randomness of the

genetic algorithms and also by the precision imposed by
different processing units. We recall in fact, that the GPU
devices used for experiments are optimized for single pre-
cision and they may reveal a little lack of performance in
the case of double precision calculations. GPU devices,
certified for double precision would be made available for
testing in the first quarter of 2013, when optimizedKepler
GPU class type devices will be commercially distributed.
After having verified the computing consistency among
the three implementations, we investigated the analysis of
performance in terms of execution speed.
We performed a series of tests on the parallelized version
of the model in order to evaluate the scalability perfor-
mance with respect to the data volume. These tests make
use of the dataset used for the scientific experiments (see
Sec. 3), extended by simply replicating its rows several
times, thus obtaining a uniform group of datasets with in-
cremental size.
By considering a GPU device with 96 cores, 2GB of
dedicated global memory and a theoretical throughput
of about 14GB/sec on the PCI-E bus, connecting the
CPU (hereinafter Host) and GPU (hereinafter Device), we
compared the execution of a complete training phase, by
varying the degree of the polynomial expansion (function
polytrigo) and the size of the input dataset.
Tab. 3 reports the results, where the training cycles have
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been fixed to 4000 iterations for simplicity. The derived
quantities are the following:

• HtoD (Host to Device): time elapsed during the data
transfer from Host to Device;
• DtoH (Device to Host): the opposite of HtoD;
• DtoD (Device to Device): time elapsed during the

data transfers internally to the device global mem-
ory;
• DP (Device Processing): processing time on the

GPU side;
• HP (Host Processing): processing time on the CPU

side;
• P (Processing): total duration of the training process-

ing phase (excluding data transfer time);
• T (Transfer): total duration of various data transfers

between Host and Device;
• TOT (Total): Total time duration of a training execu-

tion;

The relationships among these terms are the following:

P = DP+ HP (11)

T = HtoD+ DtoH + DtoD (12)

TOT = P+ T (13)

The total execution time of a training phase, given by
Eq. 13, can be obtained by adding the processing time
(on both Host and Device), given by Eq. 11, to the data
transfer time (Eq. 12). However, in principle, in Eq. 12
it would be necessary to calculate also the time elapsed
during data transfers through thesharedmemory of the
Device, i.e. the data flow among all threads of the GPU
blocks. In our case this mechanism is automatically opti-
mized by Thrust itself, which takes care of the flow, thus
hiding the thread communication setup to the program-
mer.
By comparing the time spent to transfer data between
Host and Device (sum of columns HtoD and DtoH) with
the processing time (column P), it appears an expected
not negligible contribution of transfer time, well known
as one of the most significant bottlenecks for the current
type of GPUs (i.e. before the Kepler technology). In this
case, a particular effort is required in the code design to
minimize as much as possible this data flow. In our case,

as the data size increases, such contribution remains al-
most constant (approximately 9%), thus confirming the
correctness of our approach in keeping this mechanism
under control.
In terms of work distribution between Host and Device,
by comparing the processing time between Host and De-
vice (respectively, columns HP and DP), for all data size
the percentage of GPU calculation time remains almost
the same (approximately 70% of the whole processing
time, given in column P). Furthermore, by evaluating the
average time needed to process one MB of data at differ-
ent polynomial degrees, when the size grows from 0.15
to 512 MB, we obtain on average∼ 0.058 MB/sec with
degree= 1, ∼ 0.055 MB/sec with degree= 2, ∼ 0.046
MB/sec with degree= 4, and∼ 0.036 MB/sec with de-
gree= 8. Of course, as it was expected, the increase in
the polynomial degree affects the average time to process
a single MB of data, but of an amount which is small in
respect of the growing size of data.
In conclusions, by considering both scientific and com-
puting performances of the GPU based model, we can
conclude that a polynomial expansion of degree 8 is a
good compromise between the approximation of the de-
sired training error and the processing time needed to
reach it, still maintaining good performances also in the
case of large volumes of training data.

The three versions of GAME, respectively the serial
one, the serial optimized and the parallel, have been tested
under the same setup conditions. As expected, while the
two CPU-based versions, serial and Opt, appear compa-
rable, there is an evident difference with the GPU version.
The diagrams shown in Fig. 5 report the direct compar-
isons among the three GAME versions, by setting an in-
cremented degree of the polynomial expansion which rep-
resents the evaluation function for chromosomes.

The trends show that the execution time increases al-
ways in a linear way with the number of iterations, once
fixed the polynomial degree. This is what we expected
because the algorithm repeats the same operations at each
iteration. The GPU version speed is always at least one
order of magnitude less than the other two implementa-
tions. We remark also that the classification performance
of the GAME model increases by growing the polynomial
degree, starting to reach good results from a value equal
to 4. Exactly when the difference between CPU and GPU
versions starts to be 2 orders of magnitude.
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degree datasize T ime [sec]

DP HP HtoD DtoH DtoD P T TOT
1

0.15MB 9.59 5.16 0.11 0.11 0.03 14.75 0.25 15.00
16MB 152.12 65.20 10.00 10.00 2.68 217.32 22.68 240.00
128MB 1191.26 510.54 82.00 81.20 5.50 1701.80 168.70 1870.50
512MB 4919.60 2108.40 322.00 322.00 8.00 7028.00 652.00 7680.00

2
0.15MB 10.38 5.35 0.12 0.12 0.04 15.73 0.27 16.00
16MB 161.74 69.32 11.00 11.00 2.95 231.05 24.95 256.00
128MB 1265.59 542.39 90.20 89.32 6.05 1807.98 185.57 1993.55
512MB 5232.36 2242.44 354.20 354.20 8.80 7474.80 717.20 8192.00

4
0.15MB 12.72 5.98 0.13 0.13 0.04 18.70 0.30 19.00
16MB 193.59 82.97 12.10 12.10 3.24 276.56 27.44 304.00
128MB 1517.58 650.39 99.22 98.25 6.66 2167.98 204.13 2372.11
512MB 6257.36 2681.72 389.62 389.62 9.68 8939.08 788.92 9728.00

8
0.15MB 16.33 7.34 0.14 0.14 0.04 23.67 0.33 24.00
16MB 247.67 106.14 13.31 13.31 3.57 353.81 30.19 384.00
128MB 1947.10 834.47 109.14 108.08 7.32 2781.58 224.54 3006.12
512MB 7994.13 3426.06 428.58 428.58 10.65 11420.19 867.81 12288.00

Table 3: Summary of the time performances of the GPU version of the GAME classifier. The figures were obtained by varying thedegree of the
polynomial functionpolytrigo (first column) and the size of input dataset (second column).The training cycles have been fixed to 4000 iterations.
For each degree value, the first row (with datasize= 0.15MB) is referred to the original size of the dataset used for scientific experiments. The other
rows are referred to the same dataset but artificially extended by replicating its rows a number of times. All other columns 3-10 are time values
expressed in seconds. Their meaning is defined as follows:DP (Device Processing) is the processing time on the GPU side;HP (Host Processing)
is the processing time on the CPU side;HtoD (Host to Device) is the time elapsed during the data transferfrom Host to Device;DtoH (Device to
Host) is the opposite ofHtoD; DtoD (Device to Device) is the time elapsed during the data transfers internally to the device global memory;P is
the sum of columnsDP andHP; T is the sum of columnsHtoD, DtoH andDtoD and finally the last columnTOT is the sum of columnsP andT.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Comparison among the three GAME implementations with
the polynomial degree 1 (a), 2 (b), 4 (c) and 8 (d). The squaresrepresent
the serial version; rhombi represent the Opt version, whiletriangles are
used for the GPU version.

Figure 6: Speedup comparison among GAME CPU implementations
(serial and Opt) against the GPU version.

In the diagram of Fig. 6, the GPU version is compared
against the CPU implementations. As shown, the speedup
increases proportionally with the increasing of the poly-
nomial degree. The diagram shows that for the average
speed in a range of iterations from 1000 to 40000, the
GPU algorithm exploits the data parallelism as much data
are simultaneously processed. As previously mentioned,
an increase of maximum degree in the polynomial expan-
sion leads to an increase in the number of genes and con-
sequently to a larger population matrix. The GPU algo-
rithm outperforms the CPU performance by a factor rang-
ing from 8× to 200× against the serial version and in a
range from 6× to 125× against the Opt version, enabling
an intensive and highly scalable use of the algorithm that
were previously impossible to be achieved with a CPU.

6. Conclusions

A multi-purpose genetic algorithm implemented with
GPGPU/CUDA parallel computing technology has been
designed and developed. The model comes from the
paradigm of supervised machine learning, addressing
both the problems of classification and regression applied
on medium/massive datasets.
The GPU version of the model is foreseen to be deployed
on the DAMEWARE web application, presented in
Brescia et al. (2010) and Brescia et al. (2011). The
model has been successfully tested and validated on
astrophysical problems (Brescia et al., 2012a).
Since genetic algorithms are inherently parallel, the
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parallel computing paradigm provided an exploit of
the internal training features of the model, permitting a
strong optimization in terms of processing performance.
In practice, the usage of CUDA translated into a 75×
average speedup, by successfully eliminating the largest
bottleneck in the multi-core CPU code. Although a
speedup of up to 200× over a modern CPU is impressive,
it ignores the larger picture of using a Genetic Algorithm
as a whole.

Real datasets can be very large (those we have previ-
ously called Massive datasets) and this requires greater
attention to GPU memory management, in terms of
scheduling and data transfers host-to-device andvice
versa.

We wish also to remark that the fact that the three dif-
ferent implementations (serial, serial optimized and GPU)
of the GAME method lead to identical scientific results,
implies that the three versions are fully consistent. Fur-
thermore, by considering the good results of a deep anal-
ysis of the processing time profile, as expected, the GPU
version largely improves the scalability of the method in
respect of massive data sets.
Finally, the very encouraging results suggest to investi-
gate further optimizations, like: (i) moving the formation
of the population matrix and its evolution in place on the
GPU. This approach has the potential to significantly re-
duce the number of operations in the core computation,
but at the cost of higher memory usage; (ii) exploring
more improvements by mixing Thrust and CUDA C code,
that should allow a modest speedup justifying develop-
ment efforts at a lower level; (iii) use of new features now
available on NVIDIA Kepler architecture, such as Ope-
nACC directives, able to achieve faster atomics and more
robust thread synchronization and multi GPUs capability.
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